
Session 1: Introduction 

Definitions of policy 

Thomas Dye 

- ‘public policy is anything a government chooses to do or not to do’ 

● Primary agent is the government 

● Public policies are always sanctioned by the government 

● Deliberated choice to do something or not to do something 

- Public policy is about making a choice 

● Conscious choice: unintended consequences are not public policy 

William Jenkins 

- Public policy as “a set of interrelated decisions taken by a political actor or group of actors concerning 

the selection of goals and the means of achieving them within a specified situation where those 

decisions should, in principle, be within the power of those actors to achieve.”  

● Policies involve a series of decisions (made by different governmental actors) 

● Capacity of implementations are defined by the range of options 

● Goal oriented behavior 

James Anderson 

- “A purposive course of action followed by an actor or set of actors in dealing with a problem or matter of 

concern for the population.”  

Methodological implications for studying Public Policy 

Two broad approaches 

- Positivist approach 

● Objective analysis of policy goals and outcomes 

● Explored with social science methodology (statistics) 

● Policy analysis 

- Formal evaluation or estimation of policy impacts 

- Using quantitative techniques 

- Effects of policy outputs 

- Post-positivist approach  

● Subjective interpretation of aims, intentions and actions 

● Policy studies 

- Peters and Castles: public-policy making is according to the nature of  a political 

system and the types of links decision-makers have with society 

- Wilensky: identification of causal variables: policy determinants 

● Questions whether policies are determined by macro-level socio-economic 

factors or by micro-level behavior through the cross-national comparative 

analysis of policy-making 

- Policy content 

●  Determine how it will be processed by the political system 

Different analytical communities 

- Analysts working for governments focus on policy evaluation 

- Private think-tanks and research institutes have more autonomy, but remain interested in the practical 

side  

●  Concentrate either on outcomes or on the instruments and techniques that generate those 

outcomes 



- Academics are more abstract and theoretical 

Stages of the policy cycle (Laswell 1965) 

- Intelligence: collecting + disseminating knowledge (done by policy-makers) 

- Promotion: supporting selected alternatives (done by everyone involved) 

- Prescription: decision for an alternative (done by decision-makers) 

- Invocation: decision of rules of selected alternative + choice of sanctions 

- Application: implementation through the administration 

- Termination: ending or canceling the process 

- Appraisal: evaluation according to the initial goals 

Problems 

- Laswell put ending before evaluation -> old approach (Brewer switched the last two steps) 

- Doesn’t say much about external influence 

Stages of the policy cycle (Brewer, 1983) 

- Invention/initiation: problem is initially sensed - ill-conceived definition of the problem and suggestion of 

solutions 

- Estimation: calculation of the risks, costs and benefits - technical evaluation and normative choices 

- Adopting or rejecting 

- Implementing 

- Evaluation  

- Terminating: according to the conclusions of the evaluation 

Improvement of Lasswell's model: 

- Notion of the policy process as an ongoing cycle: recognized that most policies do not have a fixed life 

cycle 

Five stages of the policy cycle and their relationship to ‘applied problem-solving’ 

Problem-solving Stage of the cycle Key actors involved 

Problem recognition and agenda 

setting 

Problem definition and agenda-

setting 

Policy universe: policy actors 

Proposal of solution Policy formulation Policy subsystem: actors with 

sufficient knowledge of a problem 

area 

Choice of solution Decision-making Government decision-makers: 

authoritative 

Putting solutions into effects Policy implementation Policy subsystem 

Monitoring results Policy evaluation Policy universe 

Strengths and limits of policy cycle model 

Advantages 

- Helps to reduce complexity 

- Mapping and clarifying the roles of actors, institutions and ideas/interests 

- Approach can be used at all socio-legal or spatial levels of policymaking 

Disadvantages 



- Non systematic and idiosyncratic policy processes/decisions 

- No linear order of the stages 

- No clear notions about causes and effects on policy decisions 

- No mention of the policy context 

 

Session 2: Theoretical approaches of public policy 

Evolution of the policy science 

- Laswell: policy science has three characteristics 

●  Multi-disciplinary: break away from the narrow study of political institutions and structures 

● Problem-solving: solution of real-world problems 

● Explicitly normative: should not be cloaked in the guise of scientific objectivity 

Change over time: 

- Focus on problem-solving has waned: hopes are that public policy would make recommendations for 

existing problem, but governments are resistant to experts 

- Policy science has become very much of a discipline itself 

- Policy science remains explicitly normative: evaluation in terms of simple measures such as efficiency or 

effectiveness 

Approaches of public policy analysis 

  

Deductive: applying general presuppositions to specific phenomena 

Inductive: observation and testing of singular cases 

Public choice 

- Application of neo-classical economics: rational choice framework 

- Only political actor that counts is the motivation that arises from self-interest 

- Self-interests of voters, politicians and administrative officials lead to increasing state intervention, and 

provision of goods and services 

●  Fe. politicians want to be re-elected, money, secure voter base 

● Fe. civil servants want to built up a career, maximize budget for own departement  

- Policy process as a competitive rent-seeking behavior of political actors 

● Each actor wants to use the state to capture some portion of the social surplus that occurs from 

productive social labor and is amassed through taxation 

● Everyone wants to free ride 

- Calls for a constant increase in the level of state intervention 

● Political business cycle: public policy making leads to an inexorable process of extending the 

state’s provision of goods and services 

- Institutions must be developed to curb destructive utility-maximizing behavior, while adversely affecting 

the society as a whole 

- Economic forces have to operate at a safe distance from political authority and allocate resources to 

benefit the whole society 

Problems  

● Over-simplifying: policy is more complex than utility maximization 



● Poor predictive capacity: if prediction was that state intervention increases, the theory would be 

right -> didn’t happen - state spending was reduced 

● Underestimated impact of institutions on action: if public choice was correct policy decisions 

should be similar all over the world 

● Neo-liberal , not value-free perspective  - important role of the government is ignored 

● Heavy reliance on the US system: voters don’t always have simple this or that choices 

- Self interest does play a role, but is not the only motivator in the process 

Social structure and class theory 

- Focus on collective entities 

- Economic criteria: everything supports capitalism (even religion, school…) 

- Orthodox marxism: view on the state as an instrument of capitalist class 

- Neo-marxism: relative autonomy of the state see fe enactment of welfare policies (Poulantzas) - if the 

state decides welfare policy it always serves capitalists in the end, so marxists are always right in some 

way 

● Bureaucracy staffed by individuals drawn from non-capitalist classes -> autonomy from capital: 

this allowed the state to adopt measures favorable to the subordinate classes if these policies 

were found to be politically unavoidable or necessary for promoting the long-term interests of 

capital in social stability 

● Serving interest of the capital but not in the instrumental way as the orthodox marxists did 

Problems 

● Over-simplification and strongly deductive 

- Policies are not always enacted at the behest of the capital 

- Can’t explain policies adopted over the opposition of capitalists (fe. Welfare politics) 

● No clear definition of class 

● Problems with differentiation between base and superstructure 

- Base: relationship between classes 

- Superstructure: everything that comes from these relationships 

● Economic determinism 

● Newer class studies, but no loner marxist 

Pluralism and neo-corporatism 

Pluralism  (based in the US) Neo-corporatism (popular in Europe) 

De tocqueville Schmitter 

Bently, truman, dahl, polsby  

Interest groups are the political actors that matter 

most in shaping public policy 

Small number of influential interest groups: some 

groups are more powerful than others 

- Groups depend on the state for recognition 

and support to play their role in policy 

making 

Overlapping membership (key for co-operation among 

groups) and lack of representational monopoly 

Representative monopoly: become interest partners 

for the state to work with 

Less attention for power differences Interaction between state and interest groups: state 

can play active or passive role 

Government as the referee of the group struggle More focus on the relation with groups and the state: 

state as a powerful actor 

Public policies are the result of competition and 

collaboration among groups 

Public policy derives from bargains between the state 

and interest groups 

Neo-pluralism: differences between groups - some 

groups are more powerful than others 

 



Problems with pluralism 

- No sufficient developed notion of groups’ varying capacity to determine or influence government 

decisions 

- Government's role in making public policies is quite unclear 

●  Olson: if public officials don’t seek their own interests, then why do states often maintain 

special ties with certain groups? 

- Pluralists assume that pressure is not exerted from the government to groups 

Problems with neo-pluralism 

- Overlook the role of the international system 

- Role of ideology is neglected 

- Too much US-oriented  

Problems with neo-corporatism 

- Descriptive category of a particular kind of political arrangement between states and societies 

- Theory does little to understand public policy processes 

● Doesn’t say much about why a policy is adopted 

- Doesn’t contain a clear notion of the word ‘interest groups’ 

- Theory is vague about the relative significance of different groups in politics 

Neo-institutionalism 

(Scharpf, Mayntz, Ostrom) 

- Neo: different to legalist approaches 

- Rules, norms, configuration of governmental institutions: why political, economic and social institutions 

exist and what impact these macro-level structures have in fashioning constraints and providing 

opportunities for policy-makers 

- Options for policymakers are ‘path-dependent’: options for policymakers are limited to what was there to 

begin with 

● Fe. care of elderly in Belgium: options are limited to institutional care - unthinkable it would be 

up to the relatives, no more homes because it is the cheapest way thinkable 

● Criticism: individualism and leadership can also break down institutions 

- International and national determinants of policy: important 

Neo-institutionalism: problems 

- Chicken and egg problem 

●  Institution has to start somewhere 

- Functionalism 

- Points to the limitations of policy but not the purposeful actions of policymakers 

- Not adequate for agenda-setting (but: for implementation, evaluation and re-formulation) 

Welfare economics: market failures - need for government action 

Failures 

- Natural monopolies (fe.  Railway, electricity): difficult for a competitor to step in - consequences are 

higher prices: government should regulate monopolies 

- imperfect/limited information (fe. pharmaceutics): often the case, many policies are information policies 

● Information is highly regulated 

● Fe. food labeling, cookies on websites, banks (every year statement on different rates banks 

use) 

- Externalities (fe. Air pollution) 



● Negative externality: negative consequences of the behavior of individuals or organizations that 

are negative for the society as a whole (fe. Smoking, noise pollution) - more strict policies to 

protect society 

- ‘Tragedy of the commons’: when a good that is accessible for all expire  

- Destructive competition: textile and clothing industry - government steps in for social regulation 

- Public goods 

 

Welfare economics: cost-benefit analysis and Pareto optimum 

- Cost-benefit analysis 

● Financial estimation of negative/positive effects of an option 

● Evaluation of social outcomes 

- Pareto optimum: policy decision where benefits are created without disadvantages - is in reality not 

practical 

● Difficult to achieve in policy 

● Kaldor-criterion: if benefits surpass the costs/disadvantages 

● Non-financial costs 

Welfare economics: Government failure 

- Major reason for failure: gaps between legislative or political intent and administrative practice 

● Organizational displacement - shift of goals: organizations are called to live to provide a certain 

good, turns out the organization doesn’t provide as they should because of self interest 

●  Rising costs: governments don’t go bankrupt - always a risk that governments are wasteful 

● Derived externalities: overregulation: kill private initiatives 

Session 3: Policy context, actors and institutions 

Dispute: actors - institutions 

- Agency 

●  individuals: welfare economics, public choice 

● collectivities: pluralism and corporatism 

- Structure 

●  neo-institutionalism 

● the state: statism 

● marxism 

actor-centered policy analysis 

Institutions 

- institutions as: 

●  system of rules: facilitate collective decision making 

● long-term geared problem-solving 

● enclosing mutual expectations 

● granting power and limiting power 

● facilitating collective decision-making 

Actors 

- Elected politicians: most important 



● executive, government, cabinet -> a lot of power: constitutional role and formal authority to 

make and implement policies 

- Control 

●  Information 

● Fiscal means: hold a budget - can tax to finance policy 

● Privileged access to mass media 

● Bureaucracy to provide advice and carry out its preferences 

● Control over the political agenda 

- Tasks have become more difficult: 

● Growth in size and scope 

● Bombarded with social demands: can’t always be ignored because of the 

need to maintain voters’ support 

● Don’t have the organizational capacity to make coherent policies and 

implement them effectively 

● legislators, parliament: lawmaking is not as important as it once was 

- controlling government + influencing policies 

- fora: issues can be put on the agenda 

- budgetary control 

- party discipline: how free are individuals of parliament?  

- relation to government, internal organizations, importance of committees 

- type of policy problems affects parliamentary involvement 

● technical expertise: not so much parliament activity 

● confidentially: not so much parliament activity 

● symbolic: positive role of the parliament 

- Administrative officials: bureaucrats 

● Can divert from what minister wants because they have more information - are  needed 

because the responsibilities of modern government are too complex to be performed by the 

cabinet alone 

● Public servants: need to be specialists 

● Fourth power 

- discretional competency, initiating policies 

- big material resource 

- law 

- specialists and expertise: civil servants can cheat on their principals because they 

know more 

- continuity 

- access to information 

- closeness of policy processes 

- high versus low profile policies 

- Political parties 

● Boundary between state and societal actor 

● Mainly indirect influence through personnel in executive (and legislative): gate-keeping function 

- Don’t play a very important role: are overruled by specialists and other actors 



● Official agenda of governments is usually dominated by routine or 

institutionalized agenda-setting opportunities rather than by partisan political 

activity 

● Partisan differences matter  

- Interest groups 

● Different bases on power 

● Knowledge and information on practice 

● Political and organizational resources 

●  (lobby, mobilize people…) 

● Companies and business associations 

- Unmatched capacity to influence public policy 

- More free enterprises in the US vs high organizations grade (neo corporatism) 

- Influence via 

● Mobility of capital of political parties 

● Support of political parties 

● Financial contributions to policy research 

● Labor and employee organizations 

- More important in neo corporatist societies 

- Influence increases with 

● Organization  

● Membership + organization grade 

● Leadership 

● Centralized and decentralized negotiation structures 

- Research organizations 

● Government research institutes 

● Academic research institutes 

- Often sponsored by think tanks 

● Think tanks: independent organization engaged in multidisciplinary research intended to 

influence public policy 

- Research is directed at proposing practical solutions or justifying their ideological or 

interest-driven positions 

- More partisan than academic researchers, but must maintain an image of intellectual 

autonomy 

- Usually financed and linked to governments 

- Target their research to politicians who may be favorably disposed to their ideas 

- Now: over-specialization and destructive competition among different think tanks 

- Mass media 

●  Reports on problems and advocates particular solutions 

● Significant role in agenda-setting 

- Portrayal of public problems and proposed solutions often conditions how they are 

understood by the public and many members of the government - shuts down 

alternatives and makes some solutions more likely 

- Function as gatekeepers: issues that can be translated into an interesting story tend 

to be viewed by the public as more important 

●  Policy actors can use the media to their own advantage  



- Media is often lead by government officials’ opinion rather than vice versa 

- The public 

● Important role as voters, but can’t direct the course of policy directly 

-  Representatives are not required to heed constituent preferences on every issue 

- Policy process is dominated by experts, not by representatives 

- Voters usually don’t vote on the basis of the proposed policies alone 

Organization of society 

- Unity amongst interest groups -> stable policy context 

- Mancur Olson: 

● Differences between groups matter 

● Encompassing (umbrella) groups (better) 

- Consist of a variety of similar interests 

- Internalize much of the cost of inefficient policies + have an incentive to redistribute 

income to themselves with the least possible social cost 

● Versus narrow groups 

- Promotes competition among groups that pressure the state to serve their members’ 

interest only 

● Combination of weak/strong state with weak/strong interest groups 

- Policy effectiveness is lowest when the state is weak and the society is fragmented 

Organization of the state - political-economic structures 

Policy autonomy 

- Independence of particular interests: state should have some form of autonomy 

- Isolation from societal pressure 

- Success of neo-corporatism and semi authoritarian regimes 

Policy capacity  

- Organizational coherence 

- Expertise 

Fe. failed and fragile states: weak policy capacity and autonomy 

Fragmentation within and among prominent social groups simultaneously strengthens the state’s level of policy 

autonomy and undermines policy capacity by limiting its ability to mobilize social actors 

Governmental and administrative power distribution in political systems 

- Federal (sometimes difficult to make certain policies) or unitary (clear chain of command, government 

retains all decision-making powers) 

- Presidential (executive is separated from the legislature) or parliamentary system 

- Two party system of multi party system 

- Proportional or majority voting system 

- Role of the courts: fe US very important versus Belgium less power 

- Structure of the administration 

-> effectiveness, tempo… 

Veto player theory: Tsebelis 

- ‘Actors whose agreement is required for a change of the status quo’: new policy 

- ‘Any player who can block the adoption of a policy’ 

- Significant for policy change 

- Not necessarily negative 

Organization of the international system 



- International policy sectors 

●  Trade, defense 

- Other policy sectors 

- International regimes 

● International standards, rules, procedures: set of governing arrangements 

- Affect public policy by promoting certain options 

- Are more likely to intervene in policy sectors where international regime sanctioning 

already exists 

- Theoretical and practical expertise in a policy sector 

- Financial resources 

- Easier to operate in sectors with fragmented subsystems 

● International trade regimes, international monetary systems, multinationals 

Globalization as a policy factor 

Increasing scope: 

- Globalization of the world economy (policy spillovers: separate sectors are now seen as elements of a 

bigger sector) 

- Opportunities for learning from the policy experiences of others 

- New patterns of policy-making: policy areas are being transferred to the international agenda 

Giddens 

● Transnational companies 

● Increase of economic integration 

● Globalization of communication and media 

- World agenda: drugs, crime, pandemics, environment, urban decay 

- Convergence thesis: list of problems is converging, no convergence set of solutions 

● Similar policies because of internationalization 

● But not absolute 

Guest lecture session 3 Ministerial advisers: Unelected decision-makers? 

1. Definition 

The EASO 

- Institutional structure 

- Headed by a member of an executive government 

- Composed of (ministerial) staff 

● advisers: pursue policy, politics and political communications 

● Support staff: advisory and support functions (cooks, drivers) 

- Staff is recruited at the discretion of the principal (member of the executive government) versus civil 

servants (standardized procedure) 

2. Advisers across administrative tradition 

Westminster administrative tradition 

(Countries such as UK, Ireland, Canada) 

- principles 

● Strong separation between politics and 

administration: neutral civil servants 

● Civil servants appointed by merit-system 

● Vertical system tradition 

● cabinetization 



- Extra layer 

Origins of ministerial advisers 

- All introduced by left wing parties: also picked up by the right wing 

Napoleonic administrative system 

(Belgium, France, Flanders, EU commission) 

- Politicized administration 

●  Acceptance that top branch of the civil service is 

formally or informally politically appointed 

● Triangular policy advisory system: third layer is already 

installed: screen between minister and top civil servants 

- Ministerial cabinet: specific features unique to 

french system 

●  Size 

● Firm historical roots 

Size of EASO across administrative tradition 

- Napoleonic countries have biggest EASO 

- Yet cabinetization in some westminster countries (fe .Greece vs Austria) 

- Variation across napoleonic countries explained by importance of support staff  

- Still an emerging phenomenon 

Size of the EASO of the head of the government 

- Some cases: the head of government doesn’t have an EASO (fe.  General secretariat - in between the 

cabinet and political organization) 

- Fe.  France: 417 members versus 89 for regular ministers - differences are in line with 

presidentialization of politics: resources concentrated around head of government 

- Fe; Belgium/Portugal: similar to regular ministers  

3. Key themes addressed in the literature 

1. Roles and functions 

Different areas of influence/coordination: arena typology (inspired on Ireland) 

- Vertical: with departmental bureaucracies 

● Work of advisors in relation to the administration 

● Ministerial cabinets: a hierarchical relationship where advisor gives orders to the civil servant - 

no formal power = practice based on cultural norms 

- Horizontal: within the executive (across ministries) 

●  Work of advisers of coordination across ministers 

● Fe. belgium: coalition + multi-level governance - fe.  Multiple environment ministers: could be 

that minister responsible for environment and agriculture are a different person: can cause 

conflict - advisers solve issues already before ministers meet 

● Fe.  environmental issue may touch on regional issues  

- External: with non-government stakeholders 

● Advisers meet with stakeholders: meeting key stakeholders to anticipate policy issues - seek 

for compromises 

Political parliament arena 

- Work of advisers with parliament and political parties 

- Advisers need to be present in the parliament to follow discussions and answer questions of 

parliamentarians 



Type of advisory roles 

 

 

2. Career and profiles 

Prosopographic studies 

Why study careers and profile? 

- Multiple scholars in different traditions have studied the biographical characteristics of political advisers 

by fe. Age, gender, educational level… 

- Aggregation of the individual information in order to tell something about the group 

- Look at diversity amongst employees 

What is prosopography? 

- Originates in historical research late 19th- century 

- Theodore Mommsen - large works consisting out of names 

- Descriptive undertaking 

- Explanatory turn 1960/1970: changed from descriptive to explanatory that try to explain social structures 

French prosopography 

- Unique french prosopography 

● Mirror to french society and its closed elite system 

● Pierre Bourdieu/ Centre de Sociologie européenne and their legacy 

- Bourdieusian theoretical ambitions: 

● Field, habitus, capital 

● ‘Administrative field”, ‘political field’, ‘cultural field’ 

● The ultimate aim of prosopography is to explain the history and the structure of the field under 

scrutiny 

- Main takeaway: modern prosopography originated in the context of social history/ French 

prosopography also looks for explanation by social structure but in a unique way 

- Two examples of French prosopography on ministerial cabinets: 

●  Collas, Dulong et Sawicki (2018) 

- Survey on MA’s, collecting information on their pathways into the cabinet: where did 

you work before, where did you study…? 

- To what extent have recent changes in French society altered the field of power in 

france? 

● Rouban 

- No Bourdieusian terminology or references 

- Prosopography on MCs between 1974 and 2012 

- Have the MAs surrounding Sarkozy a more ‘neo-liberal pathway’ than the MAs from 

previous presidents? 

3. Scandals and controversies: the case of Belgium 

Typical criticism: 



- Incompetence: hired for other reasons than their competence 

- Bad working conditions: demanding job 

- Information bias: idea that advisers have huge power -> they are the ones that decide what information 

goes to the minister 

- Elitism: far apart from society 

- Tensions with the administration 

MA in Belgium: MC and ADM relations 

  Cabinets en administration are often in conflict -> people feel demotivated in 

the administration -> minister still needs to act fast so relies more on the cabinet 

-> administration gets more demotivated 

 

 

 

Civil servants are expected to be neutral while cabinet workers are expected to 

be political 

  

4. reforms 

Decabinetisation 

Attempts to control or constrain the work of ministerial advisers 

- 6 types of reforms 

● Size: reduce 

● Role: decrease influence cabinet and increase influence administration 

● Localization 

● Recruitment: imposing standardized procedures 

● Eligibility: criteria like education level, nationality 

● Conflict of interest: to increase public trust 

Examples 

2000: The era of the big reforms 

1.  European commission - The Kinnock reform 

● Eligibility measure (Nationality + professional background) 

2. Belgium - The Copernicus reform - failure of implementation 

●  Localization, role, recruitment 

3. Italy - The legislative decree 99 - failure of implementation 

● Role + eligibility 

Since then: 

- Reforms focused on ethics and conflict of interest 

● Belgium (mandate and asset declaration, ethics commission) 

● France 



● Portugal 

● Italy 

- One big reform: Greece (2019) 

● Relabel, size, role 

● Will these be resisted again by advisers 

 

Session 4: Policy instruments 

1. Introduction to policy instruments 

What’s the problem? How to solve it? 

when thinking about problems and solutions you automatically think about policy-making 

- different views in society about best solutions to a problem 

fe. accidents caused by drunk driving; solution could be prohibiting alcohol - others would 

argue other solutions are better like awareness 

Policy instruments 

- Tools the government can use to solve problems 

- A central part of disputes and deliberations in the policy process, as well as in the public debate - 

opinions are diverse + chosen instruments may be contested  

fe. measures in COVID pandemic: which ones are approved by the public? differed during the different 

stages of the pandemic 

Possible changes (Hall) 

- First-order change: change is only within the setting of policy instruments 

- Second-order change: change in the basic types or categories of instruments 

- Third-order change: policy goals were altered 

● Proposals for policy and program changes tend to arise from new actors in existing policy 

● Changes relating to instrument types develop among existing actors as their preferences 

change 

Studying policy instruments 

- Origins (‘50/60s)  economics & political science - post-war period: role of government is strong at this 

time -> discussion about how much steering the government can do between economics and political 

sciences 

- assumptions: 

● state monopoly to use legitimate force 

● PI affect/ change human behavior 

- Classifying/typologizing: caused by discussion between political and economics: how much can the 

government intervene as a basis 

- Thinking about policy instrument choice: shift in discourse 

● why instrument in country x, instrument b in country y for the same problem? 

2. Classification according to governmental means 

Hoods NATO model 

 

- Nodality: central point in a network - information 

to steer private behavior 

- Authority: use of regulation to change behavior of 

citizens and enterprises -> high level of coercion: 

doesn’t allow citizens to do what they want to do 



- Treasure: use of money to change societal behavior 

- Organization: states institutions and services to steer societal behavior 

Model assumes that certain requirements are needed in order for instruments to be effective: state isn’t 

forcing people to do something, but persumes it because it says something and people will change their 

moral behavior - if governments use regulation or money means that the government has to use a sort 

of power to change people's moral 

-> government is a central actor in society, private behavior is in essence rational that we can either convince, 

incentivize, regulate based on rational assumptions in this behavior 

Examples 

- Nodality: based on information 

● Information campaigns (fe. non-smoking campaigns) 

● Exhortation: influence preferences and actions of societal members (try to alter the behavior of 

their target-group) 

● Labels and rankings (fe. certified labels for food): giver consumers information that may alter 

their behavior, often comparative information 

● Commissions and inquiries: temporary bodies to gather information, hoping that the public 

pressure for action will fade by the time a report is ready 

● (benchmarks, performance indicators, studies, advice) 

- No cohesion in instrument: government doesn’t force people to do something 

● Advantages 

- adjustable general/ targeted 

- where no definite solution can be found - it’s doing something at least (fe. COVID: 

absence of discussion on mandatory vaccination, a lot of states provided information 

campaigns) 

- low costs 

- political support: low degree of forcing people to do something 

● Disadvantages 

- passive: implies a lot of action from citizens 

- not for crises: can’t tackle complex problems 

- sometimes only symbolic 

- Authority 

● Regulation (often seen together with sanctions): strong intervening of government 

- Demands or directions or administrative rules 

- Types: 

● Economic regulation: price and production control (fe. quota for fish catching, 

price control: maximum price for diesel) 

- Purpose is to control specific aspects of the market economy - 

correct perceived imbalances 

● Social regulation: physical and moral welfare (fe. gambling) 

● Environmental regulation as a mixed type (never solely aimed at the 

environment) 

● Self-regulation 

- Industrial sectors or occupational groups implement their own rules that apply to all of 

their members - less active role of the state, more power in the business themselves 

- fe. ethics in sports, laws/ airplane safety in the US 



● Advisory committees 

- Situated closer to societal actors than the formal governments they report to 

● Examples 

- wearing seatbelts while driving 

- washing hands after the toilet 

- prohibition of dumping 

● Advantages 

- Low cost 

- Crisis instrument 

- Symbolically attractive: strong leadership/government 

● Disadvantages 

- curb market/innovation 

- low flexibility with regard to individual situations: apply to anyone at any time 

- over-regulation 

- capacity for implementation, enforcement and sanctions: people are needed to check 

is citizens are living by the rules 

- Treasure 

● Subsidies 

- Allowances, tax deductions, vouchers 

- To steer our behavior, not to force - people don’t receive a reward if they don’t display 

the behavior the state wants us to 

● Taxes and charges 

- More forcing than subsidies: negative incentivisation 

- User charge: imposes a price on certain behaviors that those undertaking them must 

pay 

● Usually to control negative externalities 

● Advocacy, interest group, and think-tank funding 

● Advantages  

- Flexible: can be adjusted in height and target groups 

- Stimulates innovation: support small starting enterprises, especially in dominate 

markets 

- Politically attractive: benefits certain interest groups -> disadvantage is Matthew 

effect: benefits the middle class, not the lowest class 

● Disadvantages 

- Budgeting: must compete for funding with other government programs 

- Disturbs market competition: can keep alive sectors that aren’t sustainable in the first 

place 

- Large information requirements: needs capacity from the government to make this 

work 

- Not for crisis: doesn’t change people’s behavior right away  

- Difficult to abolish 

- Organization 

● Direct public provisions: fe. library, pool, schools 

● Public enterprises: fe. public transportation 



- Extreme form of regulation: activities that can be provided by the market are now 

provided by the state 

●  Large degree of public ownership 

● Control over the management by the government 

● Produce goods and services that are sold: aren’t paid directly but usually 

through taxation 

● A lot of discussion whether this should be provided by the state or private companies 

● High degree of coercion: usually only one public library per community, so you are forced to go 

to that one 

● Advantages 

- Accumulation of expertise 

- Low transaction costs: risk on transferring risks to different layers are centralized 

inside the government 

- Easy to establish, not much information is needed 

● Disadvantages 

- Loss of flexibility 

- Political control and incoherence: fe. when mayor changes, public enterprises can 

change - can promote political meddling to strengthen a government's re-election 

- Not very cost-conscious: are often the only player on the market, sometimes not 

consumer friendly 

3. Debates on the choice of policy instruments 

Degree of state intervention 

- policy instruments are about achieving policy goals  

● by affecting/changing human behavior 

● shared focus on coercion 

- more than merely encouraging or discouraging 

- also restricting/enforcing behavior 

● attention for particular role of the government 

- monopoly of legitimate force 

- capacity to issue rules 

Studying policy instrument choice enables identification of acceptable/ legitimate level of coercion in 

societies 

 

model takes into account that there can be low or no state intervention 

(voluntary instruments) 

- authoritative instruments: limit individual choice, high degree of 

force 

- mixed instruments: behavior/preference modification 

- voluntary instruments are used by other actors in society -> all sort 

of initiatives (fe. private organizations can limit the speed of the cars 

they produce to try to lower the amount of deadly accidents 

● in poor countries usually the state isn’t strong enough, so the citizens usually don’t rely on the 

government to fix certain issues 

Objective instrument criteria 

Why are instruments chosen?  



- mutually exchangeable instruments 

●  but often no clear connection policy goal and chosen/preferred policy instrument 

- policy instrument choice on the basis of certain criteria: helps to choose the best option 

● effectiveness 

● efficiency 

● legitimacy 

● political support 

● + target-group thinking: knowledge, values, attitudes 

In theory -> normative way of thinking is used, in essence other criteria also explain why a certain policy is 

chosen (fe. choice for subsidies because they have always done this) 

- ideology 

- educational background (fe. lawyers choose for regulation while economists are more in favor of self-

regulation) 

- habit 

- … 

2. Nudging: or the behavioral turn in public policy 

Bridging the gaps 

- traditional instruments approach citizens as rational decision-makers -> not always the case  

- gaps: 

● intention-behavior gap: difference between the things we know and the things we want (fe. 

eating healthy and losing weight)  

● behavioral science and policy science: knowledge about human behavior had not been used 

for a long time - behavior public policy 

About bounded rationality 

- we are not 100% rational: Herber Simon -> goes back a long time  

- global behavioral turn: behavioral inside teams/ nudge teams  

 

1. the human psyche 

Two cognitive systems 

two types of thinking:  

- system 1: fast reasoning -> unconscious, happens automatically: can be trained 

- system 2: slow reasoning -> complex decision making: would be used all of the time in a perfect world 

- biases: 

● status quo bias: we don’t usually like change  

● present bias: a lot of weight on short term rewards instead of long term results 

● optimism bias: fe. number of marriages vs divorces 

● confirmation bias: we tend to look for information that supports the knowledge we already have  

● hindsight bias: we look at decisions of the past with information of the present 

 

2. the nudge narrative 

About econs and humans 

- 2008: financial crisis: changed thinking of policy-making -> human flaws caused crisis 

● bounded rationality: even big bankers were trading products that were too complex 

● bounded willpower: people knew that this story was too good to be true 

● social proof: everyone was winning at the stock market -> collective optimism 



Definition of nudging (2008) 

‘Nudge’: Thaler and Sunstein - instrument to help people to make the right choices in the right direction 

- nudge = ‘any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable way without 

forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives’ - making some choices more 

easy than others 

Pioneers in the US&UK (2008) 

2009: Obama appoints Sunstain as the head of OIRA: nudge got a push in the US 

2010: Thaler was called upon Cameron to start a nudge unit 

Taxonomy 

4 big types of nudges 

- change the information environment 

● feedback 

● priming 

● reminders 

● labels  

● easy prescription cards 

- changing the social environment 

● using descriptive social norms: showing what most people do, can increase the desired 

behavior 

- changing the physical environment 

● fe. Copenhagen: painted footsteps on the floor, cirkels where people should sit -> limited effect 

+ can fade out over time 

● lake shore chicago: risky corner -> lines were painted closer to each other so people had the 

feeling of speeding while they were not, 30% less car crashes 

- changing the default option 

● fe. opt in - opt out system organ donation -> opt out: automatically enrolled  

 

3. the behavioral turn 

The experimental turn 

co-emerged: idea that we should test the effectiveness of new nudges: causality between nudges and behavior  

- evidence based instead of gut-based policy 

A fourth policy instrument? 

 

how to compare nudges against these models? -> 

fourth instrument in the toolbox 

Three main bodies of criticism 

- Methodological boundaries 

● does it actually work? where does it work?   long 

term effects? 

- Ethical risks 

● what about the freedom and autonomy of 

citizens? 

- Ideological intentions 

● too paternalistic for some, too libertarian for others 

● what about ‘hyper-nudges’ and digital nudging? 



Effectiveness 

small to median effects -> you need big populations 

Cost efficiency 

- nudges are cheap and attractive in times of austerity 

- relative versus absolute cost efficiency 

- underestimating real costs (resources, manpower) 

Transparency 

- idea that nudges were in the dark 

- recent studies: you can say that people are being nudged 

A dual strategy 

- addressing the rational dimension of behavior -> traditional instruments 

- harnessing the unconscious dimension of behavior -> behavioral insights and nudging 

 

Session 5: The policy cycle: Problem definition and agenda setting 

1. Agenda setting 

Problems 

- Early works: problems have an objective existence, that are waiting to be recognized 

- Later works: problem recognition is socially constructed since it involves the creation of accepted 

definitions of normalcy and what constitutes an undesirable deviation from that status 

Positivism:  

- if problems are visible and big enough, they will make their way to the agenda 

- all different factors that cause social problems that get picked up by politics, goes automatically.  Facts 

speak for themselves: ideology doesn’t play much of a role 

- agendas over the world become more similar 

- rational choice perspective: issues that are not very popular -> have to be put at the beginning of a term 

in order to get re-elected. 

Post positivism/constructivist: position for this class, why some arguments win and others don’t: depends if 

problem comes to the agenda setting 

-> depends on type of policy: conflict over definition of problems 

- understanding agenda setting requires understanding how individuals and/or groups make demands for a 

policy that is responded to by government 

Origin of policy problems: constructivism 

- Gatekeepers to keep problems off the agenda (ideology, framing, experts, media) 

- Seen from the perspective of the convergence theory: 

●  Wilensky: ‘agenda-setting is a virtually automatic process occuring as a result of the stresses 

and strains placed on the governments by industrialization and economic modernisation’ 

- Was criticized for being too simplistic 

From problems to solutions 

- no clear connection: fe problem was empty hospital (not on the agenda): public problem was asylum -> 

hospital became solution for another problem 

- not all agenda setting is rational 

Agenda-setting: 

- Public agenda vs political agenda (other type: elections…) 



Social construction of problems 

 

Vagrancy: different connotation of homeless people -> different 

origins 

Homeless: look at why people are homeless instead of legal action 

Same manifestation but different view 

 

Fe. Asylum seekers: two views - different view 

- people seeking economic fortune: taking other people's jobs/ able to contribute 

- people are victims 

 How open is the agenda to problems?  

- Pluralism: groups are always going to find their way to the agenda 

● some groups are going to find their way easier than others 

● non decision making: decision not to tackle a certain issue/ third face of power: people that 

suffer from the issue don’t articulate the problem on the agenda = strong exertion of power: fe 

woman are made to believe that genital mutilation is good for them 

Experts, professionals and the marketing of ideas 

- knowledge requires money 

- access to knowledge can be prevented: some problems can fe be constructed by social media 

- think tanks: new in Europe 

●  concerns: threaten democratic agenda setting: no more political powers who define the 

agenda setting 

● citizen panels: fe. G1000 

-> pluralization of agenda setting 

Discourse and argumentation 

- Brendan Bruce 

● advisor for Thatcher 

● undermining opponents with words. fe: rejection of some proposals because it is leftist 

- Deborah Stone 

● Agenda-setting as narrative: constructing a story of what caused the public policy problem 

The narrative structure of problem definition 

- Deborah Stone 

1. Stories of decline: narrative  

● stymied progress story: all was well and something happened that caused a problem 

to emerge - fe.  Brexit: all was well until Brussels started meddling in everything that 

caused a worse economy 

●  change is only an illusion: fe. actors who want more funding -> still a need for funding 

however stats are looking better: don’t be blinded by positive numbers  

2. Story of helplessness and control 

● Conspiracy fe. russia's special military actions: conspiracy of the west against the 

russian nation + used by trump: evil ones were elite in Washington 

● Blame the victim: used to keep issues of the agenda -> problems are recognised, but 

are the people their own problem fe. homeless: you’re lazy and didn’t work - used a lot 

to not do something against certain social issues 

Media and problem definition 



- intensify problems 

- produce problems where there may not be problems. fe: hoaxes 

- Gatekeepers: report on some issues but not on others 

- media is not very plural: some problems get more attention than others 

 

Policy types and characteristics 

Types of policy issues and agenda-setting 

Typologies: 

- Wilson: spreading or concentration of costs and benefits 

- Lowi: Policy determines policy 

- 4 types 

● distributive:  everyone gets to win -> doesn't happen very often.  fe. Norway surplus budget: 

issues pushed on the agenda that could be solved with this budget.  

● redistributive: fe. tax reform: fight over who gets to pay more taxes  

● lumpy issues: not in my backyard politics 

● principle issues: not much choice/ negotiation fe. national flag 

Other policy characteristics that can influence agenda setting 

- unambiguousness vs ambiguousness 

- many people affected vs few people affected 

- urgent vs not urgent: fe energy independence - now very urgent 

- simple vs complex 

- routine vs novelty 

- high vs low symbolic character: fe. is freedom or national pride at stake? 

Agenda-setting theories 

- Cobb & Leder 

●  2 agendas 

- Systemic agenda: all issues that are commonly perceived by members of the political 

community (too broad) 

● Agenda for discussion 

- Institutional agenda: public problems 

● Agenda for action 

● 4 stages 

- Initiation 

- Specification: what is the problem and its causes 

- Broadening support 

- Placement on the institutional agenda 

● 3 models 

- External initiation: people organizing and putting problems on the agenda - clear 

where pressure is coming from 

● Typical for liberal democracies 

- Mobilization model:government puts something on the agenda and then seeks 

support from the citizens 

● Typical for totalitarian regimes/one-party states 



- Internal initiation: not something that is initiated by the government itself but in the 

government by specific groups within the government itself - unclear where pressure 

is coming from 

●  Typical for authoritarian bureaucratic regimes 

- Kingdon: multiple streams model 

●  3 streams (exist independent from each other) 

- Problem stream (similar to systemic agenda): all kinds of concerns and issues people 

worry and talk about - world of problems 

● Problems come to attention because of sudden events or through feedback 

from the operation of existing programs 

- Policy stream: problems have been floating around for some time and some solutions 

have already been thought about - world of experts 

- Politics stream: political parties, electoral concerns: political concerns - world of 

politics 

● Policy windows/ windows of opportunity: streams come together at a certain moment in time - 

can happen by chance (fe. crisis) and context or policy entrepreneurs: want to push a certain 

idea on the agenda and push a window open to connect the streams 

- Routinized political windows: triggered by institutionalized procedural events 

- Discretionary political windows: behavior of individual political actors lead to less 

predictable window openings 

- Spillover problem windows: related issues are drawn into an already open window 

- Random problem windows: random events or crises open unpredictable windows 

Example:  

- mid 90’s - Dutroux: when cases were discovered people wanted better justice and better police so after 

case police and justice-system were reformed -> ideas were already in policy stream so all streams 

came together -> created open window: window closed again because of a lack of interest again until 

Dutroux escaped prison 

- Facing out of nuclear energy: many ideas in Germany - actual action wasn’t taken until Fukushima 

disaster: window was opened in Germany 

Problems that are out there are often connected with solutions that are already thought about. 

- Howlett & Ramesh 

 

External initiation: fe.  Dutroux 

Internal initiation: certain group presses for item on the 

agenda - war is often caused by military/  agricultural 

lobby - general public support is low 

Consolidation: if government decides to give immediate 

shelter to Ukranians refugees it finds support in society/ 

idea to promote social values in neighborhoods: no one 

was against this 

Mobilization: when the government presses for an item on agenda - has to mobilize people so create support for 

certain decisions.fe. mobilization of putin's government for war by saying it’s denazification  

 

Session 6: Policy formulation 

1. Policy formulation 



Policy formulation 

- After identifying problems, putting them on the agenda 

- Definition, search for policy options, best solution: process of generating options on what to do about a 

certain public problem 

- Less rational process than expected 

● dominant actors can influence options 

● limits because of moral and ethical standards 

Characteristics 

- No monopoly of one group: usually more people involved 

- Policy formulation without target group contact: : depends on the issue. fe. COVID-19: general 

lockdown: copied from another country without negotiation 

- Policy formulation without support: fe cultural sector during COVID-19 

- Policy formulation as win and loose: choice for one option will always be a loose for another one 

Limitations 

- Substantial: types of policy problems. fe: poverty 

- Procedural: institutional and tactical 

● need to be in the power of the government that is involved 

Phases of policy formulation 

Harold Thomas 

- Appraisal phase: data and evidence are collected 

- Dialogue phase: communication between policy actors with different views 

- Formulation phase: weighing the evidence on various policy options and drafting some form of proposal 

that identifies which of these options are better 

- Consolidation phase: provide more or less formal feedback 

Policy sub-systems 

= actors involved in formulation in specific policy sectors: how are actors related to each other? 

- Sub-govrenments (pluralist criticism) or “iron triangle”:  

●  small number of participants (fe. state labor employers in the economy 

● stabile interaction in closed process (fe. US agricultural policy) + difficult as an outsider to find a 

place in the triangle 

● control of the policy sector 

nor for ALL policy sectors: 

- also “issue networks” (Heclo) 

● large number of participants 

● larger support 

● less control 

- issue pops up and all kinds of organizations press for certain solution (fe. relaxing COVID measures) 

Advocacy coalitions 

Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (Advocacy coalition) - constructivism 

- All types of actors in a policy sector come together in advocacy coalitions for policy formulation 

- They are grouped because of their common belief systems and individual interest (fe. coalitions for 

spatial embedding European quarter in Brussels: modernists were very dominant on formulating 

policies. fe. a lot of mobility/ a lot of different services for employees and mixed function coalition: could 

weigh more on policy making in Brussels) 



● Chances of success are affected by a host of factors: coalition resources, legal authority, 

external factors… 

- fe. climate change through advocacy coalition: UN, NGO’s, countries in the South -> people are brought 

together by the beliefs that climate change is happening and action should be taken 

Examples 

- Netherlands: polder model - neo-liberal model 

- Repression vs prevention 

- anti-globalists  

Policy communities 

- Shared visions or beliefs prior to interests, communal policy focus 

- only involved in the formulation of policy problems and solutions: more vague network/ community 

- no structured interaction 

Examples: how shared/ contested is knowledge? Monopoly or plural communities? 

- repression-prevention in judiciary 

- government and market when it comes to recovery policy: is the government the solution or the 

problem? 

- active vs passive labour market policy 

Different worldviews on what thrives people: belief systems of actors 

Difference networks - communities 

- Difference in the motivations of actors: knowledge 

● Knowledge: more in communities 

● Expertise: more in communities 

● Advocating interests 

- Networks share a policy focus plus advocated interests 

- Actors within the same network may advocate different interests and not share any beliefs 

Policy networks 

- Katzenstein 

- R.A.W Rhodes (further developing the concept) 

● Networks vary according to their level of integration 

- Wilks and Wright (stability networks and interactions) 

 

 

 

 

Typology of policy networks 

1. Bureaucratic networks 

who is involved? hardly input from civil society: fe. 

NATO defense, customs, police 

2. Issue networks 

fluid network, comes and disappears fe. certain 

decisions in welfare/ care support  

3. Participatory networks 

don’t actually exist 

4. Pluralistic networks 

fe.  government invites all kinds of actors around the table, like for mobility/ education 



 

5. Clientelistic networks 

Actors in society are treated as clients -> actors whose interests are served by policy: policies are not 

dictated by the clients fe. agriculture: preferred client of the EU -> first distributed money was handed 

out to farmers 

6. Captured networks 

One dominant group dominates all policies that are formed: fe. theocracy - Khalifaat (all policies are made by 

religious group, policies are biased): policies are dictated by the group 

7. Triadic network 

fe. relationship between employers and employees (neo-corporists networks): government steers in dyadic 

network -> government has ever greater steering role  

8. Corporatist network 

 

Session 7: decision-making 

Characteristics 

=  Rational view + defining number of operations to reach this goal 

- Material and personal resources: negotiations about fe: 

● Which department/ ministry leads negotiations 

● Which financial resources are foreseen 

Political stage where politics decide  

- Specified goal 

●  See negotiations of the previous stages of the policy cycle 

Who decides? 

- Typically, the number of involved political actors gets smaller with each stage of the policy cycle until 

political decision making 

- Authorized actors: public actors with respective competencies, who can decide 

- Difference between voice and vote: most actors have a voice in the decision making process, but only 

governmental actors have a vote 

Types of decisions and non-decisions 

- non-decision making is also important  

- non-decision making vs. negative decision 

- positive decision: decision to change the status quo - fe. lockdown 

- negative decision: decision not to change the status quo, put on the agenda, but no reforms decided 

upon - fe. mouth masks for children were no longer obligatory, but Brussels kept the decision to keep 

mouth masks 

- non-decision: conscious decision not to do anything about an issue, not put on the agenda - fe. Trump 

didn’t want to put the pandemic on the agenda 

Decision-making models 

- three classical models 

● Rational model:  

- Determining the goals for solving a problem 

- Exploring all possible strategies to reach the goal 

- Exploring all important consequences of policy alternatives, estimating the probability 

of consequences (would make a costs and benefits analysis of all possible outcomes) 

- Choice as strategic with largest benefits and lowest costs 



● Theory is rational because it will lead every time to the choice of the most 

efficient possible means of achieving policy goals: neutral and technical 

approach to problem-solving 

- Attractive portrayal of policymaking 

● Although rational, best options are not always accepted or supported by 

people 

- Philosophic foundations 

● positivism, enlightenment (thought we can control society) 

- Scientific method, engineering method, manager method 

- Strong belief in rationalism, also normative in how policies should be made 

- Criticism 

● Cognitive limitations = bounded rationality (Simon): we don't have enough 

cognitive power to make comparisons + we always have a biased view on 

the world :fe. beliefs systems  

- Theory requires that decision-makers know the consequences of 

each decision in advance 

- The same option can be efficient or inefficient depending on other 

circumstances 

- Most options entail a bundle of favorable and adverse 

consequences  

● Intrinsic ambiguousness and politics - political ambiguity 

● Satisficing instead of maximizing: satisfy most important actors 

● Incremental model (Lindblom) 

- Only familiar alternatives, small changes: small changes to the status quo 

● Policy-process is characterized by bargaining and compromise among self-

interested decision-makers 

● Decisions typically aren’t far from the status quo 

- Easier to continue the existing pattern + benefits and costs are 

known to the policy actors 

- Standard operating procedures of bureaucracies tend to promote 

the continuation of existing practices 

- Mixing policy goals with other values fe. political desirability 

- Remedies instead of proactive action: fe. energy dependence: discussion could have 

happened 25 years ago - we don’t want to upset actors by making big changes 

- Trial and error 

- Limited number of consequences are being considered 

- Fragmented analytical process through the participation of several actors: too many 

voices in analyses 

Science of muddling through 

- Small adaptations of the status quo: decision-makers typically work through a process 

of ‘continually building from the current situation, step by step and by small degrees’ 

●  Through negotiations: diffuse the policy options + take up sharper edges 

● Through standard procedures: lots of paths we are dependent on 

- No difference means-goal 



- Problem-solving instead of goal finding: how can we fix the problems we are dealing 

With now? -> plumbers method: Jean Luc Dehaene 

- Normative criticism 

● No focus on the direction of change 

● Conservative: suspicion of large scale change 

● Undemocratic: always listen to the same actors 

● Short-term view: in respect of electoral cycles 

- Analytical criticism 

● Model is not correct 

● Only for situations with continuity of problems and availability of means 

● Only for stabile policy contexts: what was decided on pandemic context isn’t 

applicable in any other context 

● Irrational model 

- ‘Garbage can model’ (March & Olsen) 

● Rational and incremental model presume a level of intentionality, 

comprehension of problems and predictability among actors that simply did 

not obtain in reality 

● Ad hoc, by chance, ‘focusing events’: at certain moments in time, solutions, 

problems, choice opportunities and participants  will randomly stick together 

in an irrational way  

● Goals are not known 

● No attention for relation cause-consequences 

- Alternative models 

● Forester 

- Requirements for rational decision-making: context is important 

● Small number of participants: the more actors, the more fragments 

● Simple setting 

● Problem is well-defined 

● Perfect information 

● No urgent situation: urgency is never good for the quality of decision-making 

 

● Mixed scanning model (Etzioni) 

- Combination rational-incremental model 

● Optimal decisions result from a cursory to search for alternatives, followed by 

a detailed probe of the most promising alternatives 

-  Policy alternatives considered are limited, but decision-making is 

more rational: quickly decide on one option 



● Fe. choice of model of federal food agency: late 90’ dioxin crisis - federal 

food agencies should have decided earlier, so must be redesigned: green 

minister gave administration to study some models: comparison was made -

> decision was politically influenced - prime minister went to Denmark and 

talked about the topic, focus was brought to the Danish one  

 

Session 8: Implementation theory and practice 

How can implementation research be characterized and what does it take to realize policy goals?  

1. Studying policy implementation (theory) 

Contrasting perspectives 

- Implementation seen as following instructions 

- Implementation seen as practice (matter of judgment) 

Top down perspective 

Features perspective 

- A public programme as a single case 

- ‘Vertical’ comparison 

- Evaluations of goal achievement (policy results versus policy intentions) 

Characterization 

- Intentions precede actions 

- Goals determine instruments. Instruments determine results 

- Policy formulation is more important than policy implementation 

Bottom up perspective 

Lipsky: street level bureaucracy (1980) 

- Policies are made at the street level  

Features 

- In depth case studies versus surveys 

- Micro-level comparison 

- Focus on what happens at the street level 

Characterization 

- Policies that are made at the street level 

- Multiple ‘vectors inward’ (Weatherly) 

- ‘Dilemmas of the individual in public services’  

Synthesizing approaches 

Features 

- Explaining the dynamics and results of policy processes 

- Comprehensive 

- Methodological rigour: not too many variables 

Characterizing the state of the field 

All three sorts of approaches are still alive 

Top down implementation studies 

- Implementing officials do their job more effectively 

● Effectiveness is keeping to the original intent of the public officials who raised the policy 

- Starts with the government decisions, examines the extent to which administrators carry out or fail to 

carry out these decisions, and seeks to find the reason underlying the extent of the implementation 

conducted 



- Ongoing stream of single case studies 

- Implementation studies of EU directives 

- Implementation science 

Bottom up implementation studies 

- Effectiveness is to arise from the adaptive behavior of ‘street-level bureaucrats’ seeking to attain and 

sustain the means to achieve policy on the ground 

- Urges that the activities of so-called-street-level implementers be fully taken into account 

- Novel conceptualizations (street-level bureaucracy and beyond) 

- Multiple aspects 

- Steps towards comparative research 

Synthesizing approaches 

- Being adopted and applied 

- No hegemonic status 

Present situation is side by side application of all various kinds of approaches  

2. Implementing public policies (practice) 

Two contrasting views in implementation research related to two different loci in the policy process 

- At the top: the world of policy intentions (rule making) 

- At the bottom: the world of implementation (rule application) 

 

The policy process as applied problem-solving 

 

- corresponds to the nature of the top down approach 

(implementation is a residual) 

 

 

Why does implementation need attention seen from the top? 

- Problems varied 

- Circumstances specific: any problem can be valuable 

● Hardly controllable  

- Stakeholders multiple 

Conditions of perfect implementation (Hood 1976) 

- Implementing (unitary) organization works like an army, with clear lines of authority:  

- Initial standards and objectives are being followed 

- Implementers do what they are asked to do 

- Organizaton-units communicate perfectly 

- There is no time pressure 

● Illusionary vision 

Conditions of the perfect implementation (Gunn 1978) 

- There are no external restrictions 

- There is enough time 

- There are sufficient means, in each step of the implementation 

- The theory behind the policy is plausible 

- There is a direct relation between cause and consequence 

- The implementing organizations do not depend on each other 

- All implementers agree on the objectives 



- All objectives can be specified in the concrete actions 

- Good communication between the implementing organizations 

- Everyone respects authority and obeys 

Making policy is political: needs attention 

Why does implementation need attention seen from the bottom? 

Street level teachers, doctors, social workers have to deal with action prescriptions, held accountable by their 

supervisors…: multiple set of demands that have to be dealt with at the street level 

- Discretion inherent: policy goals, often vague and conflicting, need interpretation 

- Accountabilities: multiple and practiced beyond hierarchy 

- Workloads: ongoing streams of rules may lead to policy alienation 

- Implementation takes place in a multi-layered system of co-governance 

- Plurality of discretionary actors 

- Performing their tasks, but no puppets on a string 

What does it take to realize policy goals? 

- Communication 

- Coalitions, commitment and capacity 

- Capacity and craftsmanship, enabling and enhancing public service professionalism 

● The five Cs of realistic implementation 

Session 9: Evaluation 

Evaluation 

- Closer investigation of 

● Working processes 

● Means 

● Results 

● Reaching of goals 

- Through bureaucrats, politicians, external actors (to have a more neural perspective) 

A rational or political process? 

- Dominance of the rational model: examining the effects of its goals should be objective, systematic and 

empirical 

- Classical boundaries to rationality 

- Political boundaries to rationality 

- Evaluation is, intrinsically, a political endeavor 

- The biggest advantage is the possibility to learn 

Political evaluation 

- Not systematic, no sophisticated methods 

● Done by everyone with any interest in political life 

- One-sided and biased, but still relevant 

- Not directed at improving policies, rather to support or challenge it 

- Directed at support or dismissal of policies 

- At times of elections or referenda 

- Consultations with members of the public subsystem 

● Fe. to test support for certain policies 

Juridical evaluation: examples 

- Fe. measures that didn’t have sufficient legal base 



- Evaluator is a court/judges: legal issues relating to the manner in which government programs are 

implemented  

Rational or administrative evaluation: forms and techniques 

- Forms 

● Evaluation of efforts: inputs 

● ‘Value for money’ 

- Policy goals are to be accomplished with the least possible burden on individual 

citizens  

● Performance measurement: outputs 

● Five types of evaluation 

- Process evaluation: organizational methods 

● Objective: see if a process can be streamlined and made more efficient? 

- Effort evaluation: measure the quantity of inputs 

● Establish a baseline data that can be used for subsequent assessment of 

efficiency or quality of service 

- Performance evaluation: program outputs 

● Determine what the policy is producing, regardless of the stated objectives 

● Are used as inputs (performance measurement) into the more 

comprehensive and intensive evaluations 

- Efficiency evaluation: assess a program’s cost to see if the same outputs could have 

been achieved through less inputs 

● Often second best alternative 

● Usually conducted by outside consultants 

- Effectiveness evaluation: find out if the program is doing what it is supposed to be 

doing 

● Compare intended goals: most difficult type of evaluation 

- Techniques 

●  PPBS (planning programming budgeting system) 

● Zero-base budgeting 

● Management by objectives (self-reporting) 

 

Session 10: Feedback and learning 

Post-evaluation 

- Back to agenda setting 

- Status quo 

- Adjustments 

- termination 

-> stage of policy change 

Policy cycle and the post-evaluation stage 

- Attention since 1970s 

- Kaufmann: organizations never die: once a policy is in place it is very difficult to stop them 

- Bardach:  policy is rarely terminated 

- Peters & Hogwood: types of policy change: nuance 

Ideal types of policy change 

Peters and Hogwood 



- Policy innovation 

- Policy succession 

● Continue policies as usual: keep goals and instruments the same 

- Policy maintenance 

● Train people better, awareness campaign, more funding 

- Policy termination 

Policy change on a continuum 

- As ideal types, innovation and termination occur rarely 

- On a continuum, innovation does occur 

●  New instruments 

● Policy expansion to new target groups or other sectors 

●  Fe. anti smoking policies: prohibition of smoking in public spaces expanded to train stations 

- On a continuum, termination does occur 

● Less investment of money or personnel: also slowly terminating a policy 

-  Fe. withdrawal of French troops from Mali 

● Extracting target groups 

- Fe.  ending of vaccination campaign 

Policy termination 

Hogwood and Gunn 

- Functional policy termination 

● Withdrawal of certain functions of the organization 

● Fe. changes of reform of disaster release agency: 5 locations to 2 + no longer responsible of 

first line aid 

- Organizational policy termination 

- Termination of standpoints 

● Policy believe behind a policy 

- Ideal-typical policy termination 

Brakes to termination 

 

Hints for policy termination 

Behn inspired by machiavelli 

- Redefine the discourse 

- Termination at the beginning of a legislature or during crisis (if there is no crisis - create one) 

● Fe.  special military operation Ukraine: crisis in Russia, better to create an international crisis to 

cover up the bad policies in your own country 

- Create incentives for termination 

- Make sunset provisions 

●  Stipulations that make a policy stop unless it is positively evaluated 

- Discredit the anti-termination coalition 

● Fe.  those in favor would discredit unions for not taking responsibility for the economic program 



- Choose the weakest 

Learning and policy: definitions 

 

Social learning (Hall) 

- First order change 

● Adaptation of instruments - subsidies solar panels 

- Second order change - wind energy instead of solar panels 

● Choice of new instruments 

- Third order change 

● Changing of underlying objectives and ideas, paradigmatic change - independence of fossil 

fuels 

 

 


